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Book Reviews 
R. CALINGER, G. W. LEIBRING, AND E. B. ALLEN, Mathematics Memorial, R.P.I., 1976. + 
This booklet is the most thorough biography of Leibniz now in print. Scholarly and 
informative, it misses on only one point. It gives no clue to Leibniz’s temperament, which 
surely must have been fascinatingly deviant. 
J. L. KELLEY, General Topology, Springer, 1977, 298 pp. Reprint of an old classic, 
from which most later texts in general topology have generously cribbed. 
L. CARROLL, Symbolic Logic, Potter, New York, 1977, 496 pp. Lewis Carroll’s “Logic” 
is the reductio ad absurdum of Aristotelian logic. His syllogisms are not only good for a 
belly laugh; they actually display in the clarity of jest how abnormal and rare a form of 
reasoning a syllogism actually is. If anyone still thinks that Aristotelian logic has all but 
the most tenuous anchorage in reality, he will benefit from leafing through this amazing 
classic. After Lewis Carroll we can no longer teach the obsolete logic of yesteryear without 
a spell-breaking giggle. 
J. HOFFMAN-JORGENSEN, T. M. LIGGETT, AND J. NEVEU, J&ole d’e’ttt de probabilitb de 
Saint-Flour, vi-1976. Really three extremely valuable short texts dealing with three of 
the most lively subjects in probabilistic functional analysis-mistakenly labeled “prob- 
ability” tout-court in France-probability in Banach space, systems of interacting particles, 
and point processes. 
J. HALE, ED., Studies in Ordinary Differential &nations, The Mathematical Association 
of America, 1977, 278 pp. Another volume in the smashingly successful expository 
series of the Association. This one accomplishes a feat that many would have thought 
impossible, that of making ordinary differential equations interesting, sometimes even 
plausible. The topics have been chosen with care, and the techniques are ready to satisfy 
the applicators, in their search for relevance and for quick, quick results. Perhaps this 
book will appease for a while the craving for instant gratification in the way of applications 
that befits the first television generation. No easy feat. 
N. KOBLITZ, p-adic Numbers, p-adic Analysis, and Zeta Functions, Springer, 1977, 
122 pp. If all books in algebra were as well-written as this one, it would be another 
world. Honest, unpretentious, yet thorough, the author avoids the equivocal posturing 
that turns the scientific public off much contemporary commutative algebra. May God 
bless his soul! 
R. L. LONG, Algebraic Number Theory, Dekker, New York, 1977, 192 pp. Beautifully 
written intermediate textbook on classical algebraic number theory. 
A. MLJKHERJEA AND N. A. TSERPES, Measures on Topological Semigroups, Springer, 
1976, 197 pp. Thorough study of a probabilistic topic that is an offshoot of random walk 
but which threatens to become yet another independent branch of functional analysis. 
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